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Abstract—An enhanced model of a remote controlled
car (RC) unit designed on Arduino micro controller, and
controlled by smart phone running on android
application is proposed. The RC car is meant to be used
in search mission in the occurrence of natural disaster.
It is designed to be controlled wirelessly, as well as, it
also avoid hitting the obstacles.The car uses
bidirectional DC motors connected with motor driver.
It is equipped with Infrared sensor, a Wi-Fi camera
controlled by servo motor, Bluetooth module (HC-05)
chip, 9V power battery, and Arduino Mini Pro micro
controller board.The android application, uses
embedded orientation sensor of smart phone, then
perform the calculations to map motor values,
providing full control to rotation of RC car. The control
commands are transmitted to car through Bluetooth,
and camera data is transmitted by car to smart phone
using Wi-Fi in real time.
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intersection or non-collision position constraints.
In unmanned air vehicles, it is a hot topic. What is critical
about obstacle avoidance concept in this area is the
growing need of usage of unmanned aerial vehicles in
urban areas for especially military applications where it
can be very useful in city wars. Normally obstacle
avoidance is considered to be distinct from path
planning in that one is usually implemented as a reactive
control law while the other involves the precomputation of an obstacle-free path which a controller
will then guide a robot along.[3]
In this paper, we are developing a RC unit car with the
feature of real time video streaming and it also can
detect the obstacle ahead of its path which is called
obstacle detection. This RC unit car is controlled by
android smart phone. The Wi-Fi camera on RC unit is
capable of transmitting real-time video data to
Smartphone or any other display device using Wi-Fi.

Keywords— android; video streaming; RC; obstacle
detection; camera
I.

INTRODUCTION

An open-source platform Android has been widely
used in smart phones. Android has complete software
package consisting of an operating system, middleware
layer and core applications. Android application, Smart
phones are becoming each time more powerful and
equipped with several accessories that are useful for
Robots. [1]
Physical “Bots” or “Robots”, on other hand, use
microcontrollers like arduino due to their multiple
advantages like small size, less resource requirements
etc. These micro-controllers give option of different type
and accordingly various sizes. Micro-controllers can also
perform calculations, but are restricted to simpler ones,
due to limited resources [2].

Fig. 1.The hardware block diagram

In robotics, obstacle avoidance is the task of
satisfying some control objective subject to non-
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RELATED WORK

II.

Similar systems with android and arduino
interaction have been proposed earlier. Different
modes using different prototypes are implemented for
different applications. An system named AndroRC by
Yuxinzing [4], very well implemented the modules with
android and arduino communication for search mission.
The system (AndroRC) requires two different Arduino
boards (Mega and Uno) for RC unit. The motion is
constrained to four directions due to use of servo
motors for turning.
A vision-based obstacle avoidance algorithm is
also implemented for a small indoor mobile robot built
from low-cost and off-the-shelf electronics [5] where
vision-based obstacle detection algorithm is fast and
works with very low resolution images.
Ultrasonic sensor (US) is widely used sensor in
mobile applications for distance measurements which
helps in obstacle detection [6-9]. Using both the sensors
that is Ultrasonic sensor (US) and Infrared (IR) sensors is
also implemented [10] that system is intended to be use
by the elderly and people with vision impairment.
Another system proposed by R. Manduchi is a
system with obstacle detection technique, based on
stereo range measurements, that does not rely on
typical structural assumption on the scene. [11]

III.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Android Smartphone

Android is a mobile operating system (OS)
currently developed by Google, based on the Linux
kernel and designed primarily for touchscreen mobile
devices such as smartphones and tablets. Android's user
interface is based on direct manipulation, using touch
gestures that loosely correspond to real-world actions,
such as swiping, tapping and pinching, to manipulate
on-screen objects, along with a virtual keyboard for text
input. The android Smartphone in this project, acts as a
control remote as well as data display monitor for the
robot unit. The android smarphone, already equipped
with communication technology : Bluetooth is used to
communicate to the robot wirelessly.
Also, the
different sensors, like accelerometer etc. are used to
enhance to control flexiblity.
B. User Interface
The user interface, of the overall system, is
provided using the custom made android application
using Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI provides
user, the various control modes, to Control dynamically
the robot unit. The real-time camera streaming data,
from the RC unit is shown to user through this interface.
The start of android application, forces connection
establishment with RC unit through Bluetooth. The user
interface is also responsible for obstacle detector
distance measurement and other settings of robot
unit.The GUI of android provides a user friendly
realtime experience to the user, to control the robot.
Fig. 2 Main Blocks of Android Application
C. The Android Application
An application was developed that can be installed on
an Android smartphone to control the RC unit and
receive the videos. Fig.5.1 shows the main blocks of the
application. The videos received through the Wi-Fi will
be captured by the InputStream.java and will be
displayed on the smartphone’s screen using the
MjpegView.java. There are two objects in front of the
RC unit in this figure to provide a view on the distance.
The application also calls the information of the
orientation sensor –embedded in the smart phone to
obtain the angles between the phone and a default
coordinate defined by the Android sensor manager. The
application then uses pre-defined thresholds to
translate the orientation data into propulsion
commands. These commands are forward, backward,
left, and right. For instance, when the angle between
the phone and the Y axis breaches -10º, the application
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sends a "1" to the Arduino MEGA board, which then
translates into "forward” propulsion. The application is
designed to be intuitive.
D. RC Module
The main working unit of the system is the RC Car unit.
This unit consists of the Arduino chip, the motor driver,
Bluetooth receiver, and sensors like sharp IR sensor and
wireless video camera. The Arduino Uno, a small
android chip, resides at the heart of the unit. It is
responsible to communicate with android smartphone,
using the Bluetooth module and control the motors
using the motor driver. The unit is powered using 9V
battery connected to this Arduino chip. The command
to control the module is received using Bluetooth
module HC-05.
E. Sensors
There are two major types of Sharp's infrared (IR)
sensors based on their output: analog rangers and
digital detectors. Analog ranges provide information
about the distance to an object in the ranger's view.
Digital detectors provide a digital (high or low)
indication of an object at or closer than a predefined
distance.
IV.

SYSTEM FEATURES

A. Obstacle Detection
The system uses obstacle detection mechanism, using
which the obstacles in front of the RC unit can be
detected. An IR sensor is used, which get exact value of
obstaclewhenan obstacle is less than Specified distance
in front of sensor.The arduino board gets the distance
value, and checks if the obstacle distance is less than the
threshold value. If the obstacle distance is less than the
threshold value, the RC unit stops at its position.
B. Video Streaming
The RC Car unit is fitted with a Wi-Fi camera that
transmit Real-time video data to Smartphone, or any
other display device. The video streaming can give realtime information about the objects in front of the car
unit. This data may be used for preventing obstacles, or
can be useful for its application, like Human Search
Mission.

Fig. 3 Real Time Video Streaming

C. Control modes
The Android infrastructure allows user to design
superior user interface along with full resource
utilization. Different controlling modes can be provided
to user, like accelerometer control, joystick control or
button control. Along with these, special modes like
voice control with voice reorganization or gesture
control can be provided using android capabilities and
Google, API’s. The technologies of Google, which are
currently in development process like Virtual Reality
(VR), can be used in future to enhance system control.

D. Zero Turn Mechanism
The system is designed in a way to give complete
flexibility to RC unit to navigate to remote places easily.
To achieve this, the car is capable of spinning around its
central axis, and do not need to follow a circular path as
it turns. The car can spin around its Z-axis by allowing
synchronized inverse rotation of its left and right wheel
sets, effectively giving it “zero” turning radius.

V.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULT

The system is very stable, and performs as desired. The
android smartphone sends commands to RC Unit, and
Car moves as commanded. The app performs its
actions, to connect RC Unit, and control it. The Wi-Fi
camera send real-time video streaming data to display
device.
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The system is cost efficient, and size is reduced by 60%
from the current system. The power consumption of
complete system is reduced by 50%, as system runs on
9V Volt battery with 1A Current.

Fig. 6 Application Motion control mode

VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed an enhanced model of RC car unit
controlled wirelessly using Android smartphone, Which
is intended to be used in search missions, in case of
natural disasters. The control commands are
transmitted to car through Bluetooth, and camera data
is transmitted bycar to smart phone using Wi-Fi in real
time. It is designed to implement dynamic path planning
algorithm, to autonomously avoid hitting the obstacles.
This model is intended to be size and cost efficient and
thus better than previous such implementations. The
custom design application should provide better and
real-time experience to the user, controlling the RC
Unit. The android application, uses embedded
orientation sensor of smart phone, then perform the
calculations to map motor values, providing full control
to rotation of RC car.

Fig. 4 Front View of RC Unit

Fig. 5 Application showing Different Control Modes

The important functionality in future will be added:
1) Make use of more different sensors.
2) Control RC Unit design using Smart-watch.
3) Implement Artificial intelligence to autonomously
search for people.
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